Ligasure Impact™
nano-coated device

The multifunctional LigaSure Impact™ device delivers our vessel sealing technology backed by 18 years of clinical use – now with the benefits of nano-coated nonstick jaws.

LESS STICKING.
EASIER CLEANING.

IMPROVES PROCEDURAL FLOW
Compared to the LF4318, the nonstick coating on the LigaSure Impact™ jaws:

| 67% REDUCES STICKING | 50% REDUCES ESCHAR BUILDUP | Results in fewer jaw cleanings | Makes cleaning more efficient |

The reliable performance of LigaSure™ vessel sealing technology is better than ever. Because the nonstick nano-coating on the jaws of the LigaSure Impact™ device reduces sticking, eschar buildup, and cleaning. So you get fewer procedural interruptions and more time focused on the surgical site.

IMPORTANT: Standard reprocessing methods will degrade the nonstick coating and lead to an increase in sticking, eschar buildup, and cleanings.

PROMOTES SURGICAL EFFICIENCY
The LigaSure Impact™ device can grasp, seal, and cut tissue independently – or perform all three in one step. But it will always put the critical cutting decision in your hands.

COMFORTABLE FEEL IN YOUR HANDS
The LigaSure Impact™ device is lightweight, comfortable to use, and the activation button is ergonomically positioned.


3. Lig-40 LF4418 Product claims report for reprocessed jaws RE00065124; Based on internal benchtop testing conducted with reprocessed device jaws October 4-7, 2016 using porcine tissue, porcine blood, and average (lbs) tissue sticking force.


† Eschar build-up assessed using optical imaging analysis after 60 seal and divide cycles.

‡ Using a wet guaze cleaning fixture, and optical imaging ¬analysis. Cleaning effectiveness assessed after each of two cleaning cycles.

For more information, please visit medtronic.eu/product-catalog

IMPORTANT: Please refer to the package insert for complete instructions, contraindications, warnings and precautions.
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